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EDITORIAL

At a Committee Meeting, which was all of six months ago, Les Crouch

suggested that we re-commenced publishing K.TJ.T.S. Notes. A good idea
was the general concensus of opinion - who's going to do it? Silencel
Where's Pat Brian?

He's no longer Secretary, doesn't compile

British lists anymore, can't fulfil his duties as Hon. Duplicator

Operator 'cause he dropped it the other day and it is in for repair..
What is he doing now?

,.,-,",

Well, I'm pretty busy at the office these days but I'll have a go

if you like,- said I

and so to N.TJ.T.S. Notes, Volume 2,

edited by Pat Brian.

Although time is always an enemy, the past weeks have gone by at a

terrifying rate and this issue is much later than was originally planned.
However we have made it at last, thanks mainly to the continual persist
ence of Les Crouch, who, on the strength of this and-by virtue of the

fact that he has written quite a lot already, is duly appointed^Assistant
Editor.

If he lived in.Lewisham, he would be an automatic choice for

co-editor!

.

Our policy for the new N.TJ.T.S. Notes is to create a chatty, mlormative newsletter, in which members will have the chance to say anything

they wish (providing it's not rude or defamatory) on any subject (as long
as it is within the realms of athletics or the N.TJ.T.S.) whenever they
like.

We are hoping for a.good response from members with articles ana

letters;

the latter being, of course, a medium for 'letting off steam'

and complaining about editorial policy.
We await your letters.
We anticipate various anecdotes being received from old warriors

like Stan (the pen is mightier than the sword) Greenberg;
Andrew
Huxtable, the indefatigable researcher;
Mike Fleet, who is producing
a compendium of mis-spellings in athletics journalism;
Les Crouch, the
original wooden spooner; and many more.

Finally, we leave you with our thought on the new N.TJ.T.S. Notes it is written by the N.TJ.T.S. for the N.TJ.T.S.(and it is FREE to all
members i)
PACE-MAKING by Les Crouch

Consider the case of the poor pace-maker.

He must not run slow for

fear of fouling up the race, he must not go too fast for fear the 'stars'
will not follow him, or if they do, will be knocked out by the three
quarter distance.

The tendency is for most 'hares' to go off too fast;

it therefore

follows that'the hare will weaken before it was thought that he might.

All this being considered, it is my contention that the 'star', or 'stars',
should be prepared to follow him regardless of pace.
The ability of this .
man, or men, should be enough to enable him, or them, to withstand the
fierce early pace.

As examples, I would cite the 1957 Ibbotson race plus

the numerous Haegg-Andersson battles in the early forties.
Despite
ridiculous - by normal standards -.early paoe, such races produced
unlooked-for final results.

However I believe it is also true to say that neither Snell nor
Elliott tried such things - most of their good times were achieved with
fast last halves or quarters.
If they had tried a 56 first quarter, I
contend the World Record would be around three fifty one or two.

Finally I consider that any race planned to produce personal best
performances from the 'stars', should be run in such a fashion that the
times were always in the 'black' and never in the 'red'.
Any race,

planned for say four minutes, which shows outside 2 minutes at the half
distance, will fail if previously the contenders were only 4:03.0 or
4:04»0 performers.

My conclusion is therefore:

if you have a pace-maker, use him;

follow any pace short of the ridiculous.

(No doubt that this article will provoke some correspondence - Ed.)

